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Arizona

By Jeffrey C. Warren and Amanda Heitz

Restatement (Third) of Torts: 
Products Liability
Arizona courts have a long- standing policy of follow-
ing the Restatement of the law in the absence of con-
trary Arizona authorities. See Powers v. Taser Int’l, 
Inc., 174 P.3d 777, 782 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2007). Arizona 
courts have traditionally followed the Restatement 
(Second) of Torts. See Wilson v. U.S. Elevator Corp., 
972 P.2d 235, 239 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1998). However, in 
recent years, multiple reported Arizona decisions 
have cited the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products 
Liability as persuasive authority on various issues. 
See, e.g., Watts v. Medicis Pharm. Corp., 365 P.3d 944, 
949 (Ariz. 2016) (citing Third Restatement in defin-
ing and adopting learned intermediary doctrine); 
Powers, 174 P.3d at 782–84 (following the Third 
Restatement in holding that the “hindsight test” does 
not apply to failure to warn cases); Winsor v. Glass-
werks PHX, L.L.C., 63 P.3d 1040, 1045 (Ariz. Ct. App. 
2003) (following the Third Restatement’s guidelines 
for successor liability).

Available Defenses
Assumption of Risk
Arizona recognizes the affirmative defense of 
assumption of the risk, which the Arizona Supreme 
Court has defined as “voluntarily and unreasonably 
proceeding to encounter a known danger.” O.S. Sta-
pley Co. v. Miller, 447 P.2d 248, 253 (Ariz. 1968); see 
also Revised Arizona Jury Instructions (Civil) 5th 
Fault 10. Use of a product notwithstanding discovery 
of a defect is at least one example of assumption of 
the risk in the products liability context. See O.S. 
Stapley Co., 447 P.2d at 253. It may be the only exam-
ple. See Jimenez v. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 904 P.2d 
861, 865 (Ariz. 1995) (stating in dicta that plaintiff’s 
knowledge of a product’s defect “is essential for 
assumption of the risk”).

The defense of assumption of the risk “is in all 
cases a question of fact and shall at all times be left 
to the jury.” Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-2505(A) (2017); 
see also Ariz. Const. art. 18, §5. Therefore, the court 
cannot find assumption of the risk as a matter of 
law, and jury instructions cannot compel a verdict 
for the defendant even if the jury finds assumption 
of the risk; the instructions must be permissive only. 
See Salt River Project Agric. Imp. & Power Dist. v. 
Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 861 P.2d 668, 671 (Ariz. 
Ct. App. 1993). If there is evidence of assumption of 
the risk in a products liability case, it appears that a 
comparative fault instruction would be appropriate, 
whether the theory is negligence or strict liability. 
See Jimenez, 904 P.2d at 867–68. Accordingly, the 
plaintiff’s recovery would be reduced by the percent-
age of fault attributable to the plaintiff’s assumption 
of the risk. See “Comparative Fault/Contributory 
Fault,” infra.

Comparative Fault/Contributory Fault
With few exceptions, Arizona has abolished joint 
and several liability. See “Joint and/or Several Liabil-
ity,” infra. Generally speaking, Arizona is a “pure” 
comparative fault state, and each defendant “is 
liable only for the amount of damages allocated to 
that defendant in direct proportion to that defen-
dant’s percentage of fault.” Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§12-2506(A) (2017). In negligence actions, the trier 
of fact apportions the fault of all persons who con-
tributed to the alleged injury, including the plaintiff. 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-2505 (2017). Defendants 
can request that the trier of fact apportion fault to 
non- parties, but proper notice must be given to the 
plaintiff. See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-2506(B) (2017); 
Ariz. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5). Even the fault of a non-party 
immune from suit, such as an injured worker’s 
employer, can be apportioned. See Dietz v. Gen. Elec. 
Co., 821 P.2d 166, 171 (Ariz. 1991). Likewise, Arizona 
has recently clarified that the original tortfeasor 
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rule does not preclude the operation of comparative 
fault when subsequent medical negligence exacer-
bates injuries caused by an initial tort. See Cramer 
v. Starr, 375 P.3d 69, 71 (Ariz. 2016). Where there is 
more than one cause producing an indivisible injury, 
the fact- finder is to multiply the total amount of the 
plaintiff’s damages by the percentage of each tortfea-
sor’s fault, which gives the maximum amount recov-
erable against each tortfeasor. Larsen v. Nissan Motor 
Corp., 978 P.2d 119, 123 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1998).

Comparative fault principles largely apply in strict 
products liability actions as well. It is well settled 
that strictly liable defendants can have their share of 
fault reduced by the fault of persons other than the 
plaintiff who contributed to the injury. For example, 
in Zuern v. Ford Motor Co., 937 P.2d 676, 682 (Ariz. 
Ct. App. 1996), the fault of a drunk driver who rear-
ended plaintiffs’ minivan was properly compared 
with the fault of the minivan manufacturer, which 
was strictly liable under a crashworthiness theory 
for defectively designing the seats. Further, in State 
Farm Insurance Cos. v. Premier Manufactured Sys-
tems, Inc., 172 P.3d 410, 4113–16 (Ariz. 2007), the 
Arizona Supreme Court held that the trier of fact 
must apportion fault among all tortfeasors in the 
chain of distribution of a defective product.

The circumstances under which strictly liable 
defendants can have their share of fault reduced by 
the plaintiff’s fault are less clear. Prior to the adop-
tion of comparative fault through Arizona’s Uniform 
Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act (“UCATA”), 
Arizona Revised Statutes Sections 12-2501 to -2509, 
misuse and assumption of the risk were complete 
defenses to products liability claims, but contrib-
utory negligence, defined as the failure to discover 
a defect in the product which a reasonably diligent 
plaintiff should have discovered, was not. See O.S. 
Stapley Co. v. Miller, 447 P.2d 248, 253 (Ariz. 1968). 
The law since the adoption of UCATA remains 
somewhat unsettled. Section 12-2505 of UCATA 
generally permits reduction of a plaintiff’s damages 
in proportion to the plaintiff’s fault; however, Sec-
tion 12-2509(B) provides, in part, that “contributory 
negligence, as distinguished from assumption of 
risk, is not a defense to a claim alleging strict liabil-
ity in tort.” The Arizona Supreme Court interpreted 
the interplay between the common law and these 
statutory provisions in Jimenez v. Sears, Roebuck 
and Co., 904 P.2d 861, 864–68 (Ariz. 1995). There, 

the Court concluded, post-UCATA, that a plaintiff’s 
misuse of a product constitutes fault that either bars 
the plaintiff’s recovery entirely—in the event it is 
the sole proximate cause of plaintiff’s injury—or 
that reduces the plaintiff’s recovery as compara-
tive fault. See “Misuse of Product,” infra. The Court 
indicated that assumption of the risk also reduces 
the plaintiff’s recovery as comparative fault. See 
“Assumption of Risk,” supra. The Court interpreted 
Section 12-2509(B) “only as a badly- worded but 
successful attempt at preserving the common- law 
rule that contributory negligence is not a defense in 
strict liability.” Jimenez, 904 P.2d at 867. However, 
the exact meaning of that “rule” is debatable. Some 
trial courts interpret Section 12-2509(B) broadly, as 
excluding any fault by a strict- liability plaintiff that 
does not constitute misuse or assumption of the risk. 
Other trial courts, relying on the definition of “con-
tributory negligence” given in O.S. Stapley, interpret 
Section 12-2509(B) more narrowly, as excluding only 
evidence of a plaintiff’s negligent failure to discover a 
defect. For these courts, any other failure by a strict- 
liability plaintiff to use reasonable care can be con-
sidered by the jury in apportioning fault, along with 
any misuse or assumption of the risk.

It is generally understood that evidence of a 
plaintiff’s fault, no matter how classified, must be 
considered by the jury if the action includes both 
negligence and strict liability claims, as opposed 
to strict liability claims only. See Revised Arizona 
Jury Instructions (Civil) 5th Products Liability 1 
(Comment).

Seat Belts—Failure to Use
The Arizona Supreme Court recognized the “seat belt 
defense” in a negligence action in Law v. Superior 
Court, 755 P.2d 1135 (Ariz. 1988). There, the supreme 
court concluded that failure to use a seat belt con-
stitutes comparative fault that reduces a plaintiff’s 
recovery if (1) the injured party was of an age and 
discretion that his or her nonuse can be considered 
“fault;” (2) the nonuse was unreasonable under all 
the circumstances; (3) the nonuse either caused or 
enhanced the injuries suffered; and (4) the evidence 
shows with reasonable probability the degree of 
enhancement. Id. at 1145. The defendant has the 
burden of proving these elements. Id. No published 
opinion has addressed the seat belt defense in a strict 
products liability action. Most likely, application of 
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the defense in the strict liability context will depend 
on the trial court’s interpretation of Arizona Revised 
Statutes Section 12-2509(B), which provides, in part, 
that “contributory negligence, as distinguished from 
assumption of risk, is not a defense to a claim alleg-
ing strict liability in tort.” See “Comparative Fault/
Contributory Fault,” supra.

Helmets—Failure to Use
Failure to use a helmet can be comparative fault 
that reduces a plaintiff’s recovery in a negligence 
action. Warfel v. Cheney, 758 P.2d 1326, 1331–32 
(Ariz. Ct. App. 1988). For the defense to apply, the 
defendant must prove that failure to use a helmet 
was unreasonable and must present evidence show-
ing what portion of the injuries sustained is attrib-
utable to helmet nonuse. Id. (relying heavily on the 
Arizona Supreme Court’s adoption of the “seat belt 
defense” in Law v. Superior Court). As with the seat 
belt defense, no published opinion has addressed 
nonuse of a helmet as a defense in a strict prod-
ucts liability action. Most likely, application of the 
defense in that context will depend on the trial 
court’s interpretation of Arizona Revised Statutes 
Section 12-2509(B), which provides, in part, that 
“contributory negligence, as distinguished from 
assumption of risk, is not a defense to a claim alleg-
ing strict liability in tort.” See “Comparative Fault/
Contributory Fault,” supra, and “Seat Belts—Failure 
to Use,” supra.

Crashworthiness
The crashworthiness doctrine is recognized in Ari-
zona. See, e.g., Czarnecki v. Volkswagen of Am., 837 
P.2d 1143, 1147 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1991). If the injury 
is indivisible, a plaintiff fulfills his burden of proof 
by showing that the defective design caused him to 
sustain injuries over and above those that otherwise 
would have been sustained in the first collision. Id. 
at 1148. Damage awards are based on allocation 
of percentages of fault. See Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§12-2506(A). Thus, in indivisible injury cases, the 
fact-finder is to multiply the total amount of the 
plaintiff’s damages by the percentage of each tortfea-
sor’s fault, which gives the maximum amount recov-
erable against each tortfeasor. Larsen v. Nissan Motor 
Corp., 978 P.2d 119, 123 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1998).

Misuse of Product
Arizona recognizes the affirmative defense of 
misuse, which is statutorily defined as the use of a 
product “for a purpose, in a manner or in an activity 
other than that which was reasonably foreseeable or 
was contrary to any express and adequate instruc-
tions or warnings appearing on or attached to the 
product or on its original container or wrapping, if 
the intended consumer knew or with the exercise of 
reasonable and diligent care should have known of 
such instructions or warnings.” Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§12-683(3) (2017). The defense is available only if the 
misuse proximately caused the plaintiff’s injury. Id. 
In Jimenez v. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 904 P.2d 861, 
864–68 (Ariz. 1995), the Arizona Supreme Court 
concluded that a plaintiff’s misuse of a product con-
stitutes fault that either bars the plaintiff’s recovery 
entirely—in the event it is the sole proximate cause 
of plaintiff’s injury—or that reduces the plaintiff’s 
recovery as comparative fault. See “Comparative 
Fault/Contributory Fault,” supra.

Unanticipated, Unforeseeable, 
or Unintended Use
See “Misuse of Product,” supra, and “Alteration of 
Product,” infra.

Alteration of Product
Alteration can be a complete defense. Ariz. Rev. 
Stat. Ann. §12-683(2) (2017). The defendant is not 
liable if the proximate cause of the incident giving 
rise to the action was an alteration or modification 
of the product that was not reasonably foreseeable, 
and which was made by a person other than the 
defendant and subsequent to the time the product 
was first sold by the defendant. Id. Reasonably fore-
seeable alteration, in contrast, will not bar a plain-
tiff’s recovery. See Piper v. Bear Med. Sys., Inc., 883 
P.2d 407, 412–13 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1993). “Reasonably 
foreseeable” alteration means alteration “that 
would be expected of an ordinary and prudent pur-
chaser, user or consumer and that an ordinary and 
prudent manufacturer should have anticipated.” 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-681(8) (2017). Whether 
alteration is reasonably foreseeable is a question for 
the jury unless reasonable minds could not differ. 
Piper, 883 P.2d at 413.
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Unavoidably Unsafe Products
Arizona follows comment (k) to Section 402A of the 
Restatement (Second) of Torts and immunizes sellers 
of certain products, especially drugs, that are soci-
etally important despite being unavoidably unsafe, 
provided that such products are properly prepared 
and marketed, and proper warning is given. See 
Gaston v. Hunter, 588 P.2d 326, 339–40 (Ariz. Ct. 
App. 1978).

Dangerous or Obviously Unsafe 
Conditions—Duty to Warn
Arizona has recognized that “a product containing 
an obvious hazard is generally considered neither 
defective nor unreasonably dangerous and therefore 
there is no duty to warn of such dangers.” Brown v. 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., 667 P.2d 750, 756 (Ariz. Ct. 
App. 1983).

Informed Intermediary
Arizona recognizes the “learned” or “informed” 
intermediary doctrine, pursuant to which a man-
ufacturer’s duty to warn can be satisfied in certain 
circumstances by communicating an appropriate 
warning to a specialized class of people who may 
prescribe or administer a product rather than to 
the end user. See Watts v. Medicis Pharm. Corp., 365 
P.3d 944, 949 (Ariz. 2016) (“In our view, the Third 
Restatement properly states the [learned intermedi-
ary doctrine], and therefore we adopt §6(d) as our 
expression of it.”).

Sealed Containers
Arizona does not specifically recognize a sealed 
container defense. However, tortfeasors in the chain 
of distribution of a defective product are severally 
liable only, and the jury must apportion fault among 
them. State Farm Ins. Cos. v. Premier Manufactured 
Sys., Inc., 172 P.3d 410, 412–15 (Ariz. 2007); see also 
“Comparative Fault/Contributory Fault,” supra.

Fault of Others
See “Comparative Fault/Contributory Fault,” supra.

Preemption
Certain Arizona decisions have adopted minority 
positions with respect to federal preemption. For 

example, in Fiore v. Collagen Corp., 930 P.2d 477, 
482–83 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1996), the Arizona Court of 
Appeals, persuaded by Ninth Circuit authority, held 
that FDA approval of a medical device did not pre-
empt state tort law claims, including claims in strict 
products liability. Similarly, in Munroe v. Galati, 938 
P.2d 1114, 117–20 (Ariz. 1997), the Arizona Supreme 
Court adopted a minority view that state law defect 
claims for lack of an air bag were not preempted by 
the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 
even though federal regulations promulgated under 
the Act did not require manufacturers to install air 
bags. However, Munroe was expressly abrogated by 
the United States Supreme Court in Geier v. Amer-
ican Honda Motor Co., Inc., 529 U.S. 861, 866, 874 
(2000).

Arizona cases finding federal preemption include 
Dillon v. Zeneca Corp., 42 P.3d 598, 603–04 (Ariz. Ct. 
App. 2002). There, the Arizona Court of Appeals held 
that the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenti-
cide Act expressly preempted state law products lia-
bility claims based on the adequacy of labeling that 
had been approved by the EPA.

Implied preemption was found in Kobar v. 
Novartis Corp., 378 F. Supp. 2d 1166, 1175–77 (D. 
Ariz. 2005), an Arizona federal district decision 
addressing Arizona Revised Statutes Section 12-701, 
which grants immunity from punitive damages to a 
drug manufacturer that received FDA approval. The 
court concluded that subsection (B) of that statute, 
which purports to revoke immunity if the plaintiff 
can establish “fraud on the FDA,” was impliedly 
preempted because fraud on a federal agency is not a 
matter for state tort law.

Compliance with Standards
Industry standards are admissible as substantive 
evidence on the issue of whether a product is in a 
defective and unreasonably dangerous condition. 
See Hohlenkamp v. Rheem Mfg. Co., 655 P.2d 32, 
36–37 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1982). Further, by Arizona 
statute, compliance with standards can foreclose 
punitive damages. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-689 
(2017); see also “Punitive Damages, Recoverabil-
ity,” infra.

Conformity with the state of the art constitutes 
a complete defense. See “State-of-the-Art,” infra. 
However, because industry customs may lag behind 
technological development, they are not identical 
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with state of the art. Gosewisch v. Am. Honda Motor 
Co., 737 P.2d 365, 370 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1985), vacated 
in part on other grounds, 737 P.2d 376 (Ariz. 1987).

Government Contractor Defense
There is no published Arizona case law adopting or 
rejecting the federal government contractor defense. 
However, by Arizona statute, punitive damages are 
not available where the “act or transaction forming 
the basis of the claim involves terms of service, con-
tract provisions, representations or other practices” 
authorized by, or in compliance with, the regula-
tions, standards, or orders of a government agency, 
unless certain defined exceptions apply. Ariz. Rev. 
Stat. Ann. §12-689 (2017); see also “Punitive Dam-
ages, Recoverability,” infra.

State-of-the-Art
State of the art is a complete defense if the product 
conformed with the state of the art at the time the 
product was first sold by the defendant. Ariz. Rev. 
Stat. Ann. §12-683(1) (2017). “State of the art” means 
the “technical, mechanical and scientific knowledge 
of manufacturing, designing, testing or labeling the 
same or similar products that was in existence and 
reasonably feasible for use at the time of manufac-
ture.” Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-681(10) (2017). The 
Arizona Court of Appeals has differentiated state 
of the art from industry custom: “Custom refers to 
what was being done in the industry; state of the 
art refers to what feasibly could have been done.” 
Gosewisch v. Am. Honda Motor Co., 737 P.2d 365, 
370 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1985), vacated in part on other 
grounds, 737 P.2d 376 (Ariz. 1987). Accordingly, state 
of the art can be established with evidence about 
the thoroughness of the development process and 
with testimony regarding the infeasibility of each of 
the plaintiff’s suggested testing and design alterna-
tives. Id.

Privity of Contract
Privity is not required in a products liability 
action. See Vineyard v. Empire Mach. Co., 581 P.2d 
1152, 1154 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1978). Likewise, it is not 
required to state a claim under the Consumer Fraud 
Act. See Watts v. Medicis Pharm. Corp., 365 P.3d 
944, 953 (Ariz. 2016). However, privity is required to 
recover economic losses under a theory of breach of 

implied warranty. See Flory v. Silvercrest Indus., Inc., 
633 P.2d 383, 388 (Ariz. 1981).

Disclaimers of Liability
Arizona courts will enforce express contractual 
waivers of tort liability only if (1) the waiver does 
not violate public policy, (2) the parties did in fact 
bargain for the waiver, and (3) the parties were on 
relatively “equal footing.” Phelps v. Firebird Raceway, 
Inc., 111 P.3d 1003, 1018 (Ariz. 2005). Because of 
those restrictions, courts are more likely to uphold 
waivers if they are between two business entities of 
relatively equal bargaining power. Id.

Failure to Mitigate Damages
Arizona recognizes the doctrine of avoidable conse-
quences, which precludes the plaintiff from recover-
ing damages that could have been avoided through 
reasonable conduct by the plaintiff. See Barnes v. 
Lopez, 544 P.2d 694, 698 (Ariz. 1976). A defendant 
has the burden of proving a reduction of damages 
based on avoidable consequences. Id.

Damage to Property/Product Itself without 
Bodily Injury or Consequential Injury
Arizona follows the economic loss rule, which under 
certain circumstances limits plaintiffs to actions 
in contract. Recent Arizona cases have applied the 
economic loss rule broadly. For example, in Flagstaff 
Affordable Housing Limited Partnership v. Design 
Alliance, Inc., 223 P.3d 664, 665 (Ariz. 2010), the Ari-
zona Supreme Court held that a property owner was 
limited to contractual remedies when an architect’s 
allegedly negligent design caused economic loss 
but no physical injury to persons or other property. 
Similarly, in Cook v. Orkin Exterminating Co., 258 
P.3d 149, 153 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2011), the Arizona Court 
of Appeals limited the plaintiffs to their remedies 
in contract where the defendant allegedly failed 
to properly treat the plaintiffs’ home for termites, 
causing economic loss. However, when the plaintiff 
raises a claim under Arizona’s Consumer Fraud Act, 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §44-1521 (2017), the economic 
loss rule does not limit recovery. See Shaw v. CTVT 
Motors, Inc., 300 P.3d 907, 910 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2013).

When economic loss results from an allegedly 
defective product is at issue, the controlling author-
ity is arguably Salt River Project Agricultural 
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Improvement and Power District v. Westinghouse 
Electric Corp., 694 P.2d 198 (Ariz. 1984), abrogated 
on other grounds, Phelps v. Firebird Raceway, Inc., 
111 P.3d 1003 (Ariz. 2005), which applied the eco-
nomic loss rule more narrowly. In Salt River, the 
Arizona Supreme Court adopted a case-by-case 
approach “to determine whether the facts prepon-
derate in favor of the application of tort law or com-
mercial law exclusively or a combination of the two.” 
Id. at 210. The Court laid out a three- factor test that 
considers (1) the nature of the product defect, (2) the 
manner in which the loss occurred, and (3) the type 
of loss for which the plaintiff seeks redress. Id. The 
Court stated that, generally speaking, strict tort lia-
bility is most applicable where the defect is “danger-
ous” and causes an “accident” and damage to person 
or other property; meanwhile, contract law generally 
suffices where a non- dangerous defect does not cause 
an “accident,” and the only damage is to the prod-
uct itself. Id.; but see Flagstaff Affordable Housing, 
223 P.3d at 670 (calling the Salt River approach a 
“minority view” and stating, “[w]hatever the wisdom 
of continuing to apply Salt River’s three- factor test 
in products liability cases, we decline to extend it to 
construction defect cases”).

Statutes of Limitation
A products liability suit must be commenced within 
two years from the date the cause of action accrues. 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§12-542, 12-551 (2017). 
Arizona courts have held that a cause of action 
“accrues” when the plaintiff discovers or should have 
discovered, by the exercise of reasonable diligence, 
that he or she has been injured by a particular defen-
dant’s conduct. Lawhon v. L.B.J. Institutionall Supply, 
Inc., 765 P.2d 1003, 1007 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1988).

Statutes of Repose
There is no statute of repose in Arizona. See Hazine 
v. Montgomery Elevator Co., 861 P.2d 625, 629 (Ariz. 
1993) (declaring unconstitutional the 12-year statute 
of repose for products liability claims appearing in 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-551).

Useful Safe Life
This defense has not been addressed in Arizona 
case law.

Other Common Law Defenses
None specific to products liability.

Other Statutory Defenses
Pursuant to statute, the following is not admissible 
as direct evidence of defect: (1) evidence of advance-
ments or changes in the state of the art subsequent to 
the time the product was first sold by the defendant; 
or (2) evidence of any change made in the warnings, 
design, or methods of manufacturing or testing the 
product or any similar product subsequent to the 
time the product was first sold by the defendant. 
Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-686 (2017); see also Reade-
nour v. Marion Power Shovel, 719 P.2d 1058, 1061–62 
(Ariz. 1986) (interpreting the statute as supplement-
ing Arizona Rule of Evidence 407, but holding that 
post-sale changes can be admissible for purposes 
other than “direct evidence of a defect,” including to 
show feasibility of alternative design or entitlement 
to punitive damages).

Damages and Joint Liability
Compensatory Damages
Compensatory damages include the amount neces-
sary to reasonably and fairly compensate the plain-
tiff for the following items of damage: (1) the nature, 
extent, and duration of the injury; (2) pain, discom-
fort, and disability already experienced and reason-
ably probable to be experienced in the future; (3) the 
reasonable expenses of necessary medical care ren-
dered and reasonably probable to be incurred in the 
future; (4) lost earnings and loss of earning capacity; 
(5) loss of love, care affection, and companionship 
(loss of consortium); (6) loss of enjoyment of life; and 
(7) the difference in the value of damaged property 
before and immediately after the damage. Revised 
Arizona Jury Instructions (Civil) 5th Personal Injury 
Damages 1.

There is no statutory limitation on compensa-
tory damages.

Punitive Damages
Insurability

Punitive damages are insurable. See Price v. Hart-
ford Accident & Indem. Co., 502 P.2d 522, 524–25 
(Ariz. 1972).
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Recoverability

Punitive damages require clear and convincing 
evidence of an “evil mind” in addition to outwardly 
aggravated outrageous, malicious, or fraudulent 
conduct. See Linthicum v. Nationwide Life Ins. Co., 
723 P.2d 675, 680 (Ariz. 1986). It is not enough for 
punitive damages that the defendant acted with 
“gross negligence” or “reckless disregard.” See Volz v. 
Coleman Co., 748 P.2d 1191, 1194 (Ariz. 1987).

Arizona Revised Statutes Section 12-689, excludes 
punitive damages in certain products liability cases. 
The statute exempts product manufacturers, service 
providers, and sellers from punitive damages as a 
matter of law if (1) the product at issue was man-
ufactured according to the terms of a government 
agency approval program; (2) the product complied 
with all Arizona and federal regulatory requirements 
when it left the control of the manufacturer or seller; 
or (3) the act or transaction forming the basis of the 
claim involves terms of service, contract provisions, 
or conduct authorized by a government agency. Ariz. 
Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-689(A) (2017). However, the 
exemption does not apply if (1) the product was sold 
after the government ordered the product removed 
from market or withdrew or substantially altered its 
approval; (2) the manufacturer/seller intentionally 
and in violation of regulations withheld or misrep-
resented relevant information in communications 
with the government; (3) illegal payments were 
made to the government to gain approval; or (4) the 
government later found that the manufacturer/seller 
knowingly violated applicable regulations requiring 
reporting of risks of harm, and the unreported risks 
were relevant to the harm that the claimant actually 
suffered. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-689(B) (2017).

In addition, Arizona Revised Statutes Section 
12-701 exempts from punitive damages the man-
ufacturer or seller of a drug that has received FDA 
approval or that has been generally recognized, pur-
suant to FDA regulations, as safe and effective.

Contribution
The right to contribution exists only in favor of a 
defendant who has paid more than his pro rata share 
of common liability, and it is not available to a defen-
dant who acted intentionally, willfully, or wantonly 
in causing plaintiff’s injuries. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§12-2501(B)–(C) (2017); see also Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 
§12-2506(E) (2017) (stating that jointly and severally 

liable defendants have a right to contribution). How-
ever, contribution is now relatively rare because Ari-
zona has, with only a few exceptions, abolished joint 
and several liability. See also “Joint and/or Several 
Liability,” infra.

Indemnification
Pursuant to Arizona statute, a manufacturer who 
rejects a tender of defense from a seller is required 
to indemnify the seller for any judgment and to 
reimburse the seller for reasonable costs and fees 
incurred in its defense, unless the manufacturer 
can prove either that the seller had knowledge of 
the defect, or that the seller modified or installed 
the product contrary to the manufacturer’s specifi-
cations, and such modification or installation was 
a substantial cause of the incident giving rise to 
the action. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-684(A) (2017); 
see also Bridgestone/Firestone N. Am. Tire, L.L.C. v. 
A.P.S. Rent-A-Car & Leasing, Inc., 88 P.3d 572, 585 
(Ariz. Ct. App. 2004) (stating that manufacturer has 
the burden of proving the exceptions). If the man-
ufacturer accepts a tender of defense, the seller has 
no right to this statutory indemnity. Bridgestone, 88 
P.3d at 581–82. The seller may still, however, pursue 
a claim for common law indemnity. Id. at 582; see 
also Foremost- McKesson Corp. v. Allied Chem. Co., 
680 P.2d 818, 821 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1983) (applying 
common law indemnity).

On the other hand, the Arizona statute also 
provides that a seller is required to indemnify and 
reimburse the manufacturer if the seller provided 
plans or specifications for a defective product, the 
manufacturer followed the plans, and the plans 
were a substantial cause of the incident. Ariz. Rev. 
Stat. Ann. §12-684(C) (2017). Notwithstanding the 
statutory provision, a manufacturer may also pur-
sue common law indemnity. See Bridgestone, 88 
P.3d at 584 (noting that Section 12-684 merely pro-
vides for statutory indemnity apart from common 
law indemnity).

Moreover, it should be noted that tortfeasors in 
the chain of distribution of a defective product are 
severally liable only, and the jury must apportion 
fault among them, which may render indemnity less 
important as a practical matter. See State Farm Ins. 
Cos. v. Premier Manufactured Sys., Inc., 172 P.3d 410, 
415–16 (Ariz. 2007); see also “Comparative Fault/
Contributory Fault,” supra.
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Joint and/or Several Liability
Arizona has largely abolished joint and several lia-
bility. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-2506(A) (2017). The 
liability of each defendant is several only, and is not 
joint, except (1) where defendants were acting in 
concert; (2) where one defendant was acting as an 
agent or servant of another; or (3) in certain cases 
involving hazardous waste. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. §12-
2506(D) (2017).

Successor Liability
The general rule of successor liability in Arizona is 
that a sale of the principal assets of a corporation 
does not result in imposition of successor liability 
unless there is (1) an agreement, (2) a merger or 
consolidation, (3) a “mere continuation,” or (4) fraud. 
Winsor v. Glasswerks PHX, L.L.C., 63 P.3d 1040, 1050 
(Ariz. Ct. App. 2003).

Market Share Liability
No Arizona court has adopted the theory of market 
share liability, as was noted by the Ninth Circuit 
in White v. Celotex Corp., 907 F.2d 104, 106 (9th 
Cir. 1990).

Elements of Plaintiff’s Case
Proof in Strict Liability Actions
Pattern Jury Instructions

See Revised Arizona Jury Instructions (“RAJI”) 
(Civil) 5th Products Liability Instructions.

Design or Manufacturing Defect
The plaintiff bears the burden of proving that the 
defendant sold or manufactured a product that was 
defective and unreasonably dangerous at the time it 
left the defendant’s control and that the defect was 
a cause of the plaintiff’s injury. See RAJI (Civil) 5th 
Products Liability 1.

Arizona recognizes two different tests for deter-
mining whether a product is defective and unrea-
sonably dangerous due to design or manufacturing 
defect: the “consumer expectation test” and the 
“risk/benefit” test.” Dart v. Wiebe Mfg., Inc., 709 
P.2d 876, 878–80 (Ariz. 1985). Under the consumer 
expectation test, based on Restatement (Second) of 
Torts Section 402A comment (g), a product is in a 

defective and unreasonably dangerous condition if 
it fails to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer 
would expect when used in a reasonably foreseeable 
manner. Id. at 878. Under the risk/benefit test, a 
product is defective and unreasonably dangerous 
if the harmful characteristics or consequences of 
its design outweigh the benefits of its design. Id. at 
879–80; RAJI (Civil) 5th Products Liability 3.

In manufacturing defect cases, the issue is 
whether the product contains a condition which 
the manufacturer did not intend that renders it 
defective and unreasonably dangerous, and the 
consumer expectations test is generally appropri-
ate. See Dart, 709 P.2d at 878; see also RAJI (Civil) 
5th Products Liability 2. In design defect cases, the 
issue is whether the product is defective and unrea-
sonably dangerous despite being manufactured as 
intended, and Arizona courts have recognized that 
the consumer expectation test may be less satis-
factory than the risk/benefit test in circumstances 
where the ordinary consumer would not have any 
expectations about how safely a particular product 
can be designed. See Dart, 709 P.2d at 878–79. Thus, 
where a plaintiff alleges design defect, the jury may 
be instructed with either test, or both, depending on 
the product at issue. See RAJI (Civil) 5th Products 
Liability 3; see also Brethauer v. Gen. Motors Corp., 
211 P.3d 1176, 1185 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2009).

When the risk/benefit test is used in a design 
defect case, Arizona courts further instruct the 
jury with the “hindsight test,” meaning that the 
defendant is presumed to have known at all times 
the harmful consequences of the product’s design, 
whether or not the defendant actually knew those 
facts at the time the product left its control. See 
RAJI (Civil) 5th Products Liability 3; see also Dart, 
709 P.2d at 881–82. The hindsight test is not used, 
however, for claims of failure to warn or negligent 
design. See “Failure to Warn,” infra, and “Proof 
in Negligence Actions—Design or Manufacturing 
Defect, Failure to Warn,” infra.

Failure to Warn
A product, even if faultlessly made, is defective and 
unreasonably dangerous if it would be unreasonably 
dangerous for use in a reasonably foreseeable man-
ner without an adequate warning or instructions. 
RAJI (Civil) 5th Products Liability 4. In Powers v. 
Taser International, Inc., 174 P.3d 777, 784 (Ariz. 
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Ct. App. 2007), the Arizona Court of Appeals held 
that the hindsight test does not apply to information 
defect claims. Therefore, the question is whether the 
defendant provided adequate warning or instruc-
tions in light of the generally recognized and pre-
vailing scientific/technical/medical knowledge at the 
time of the product’s distribution. See RAJI (Civil) 
5th Products Liability 4. Arizona recognizes the 
“heeding presumption,” under which the plaintiff 
in a failure to warn case is entitled to the rebuttable 
presumption that an adequate warning would have 
been read and heeded if given. See Dole Food Co., 
Inc. v. N.C. Foam Indus., Inc., 935 P.2d 876, 883–84 
(App. 1996).

Post-Sale Duties
In Powers v. Taser International, Inc., 174 P.3d 777, 
784 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2007), the Arizona Court of 
Appeals held that the hindsight test does not apply 
to information defect claims; therefore, such claims 
turn on whether the defendant knew or should have 
known at the time of distribution that the product 
was unreasonably dangerous unless accompanied by 
an adequate warning. Accordingly, it appears that 
post-sale events do not augment the informational 
duties imposed on manufacturers. See also Wilson 
v. U.S. Elevator Corp., 972 P.2d 235, 240–41 (Ariz. 
Ct. App. 1998) (declining to impose a post-sale duty 
to inform past customers of the availability of a new 
safety device where there was no showing that the 
product was defective and unreasonably dangerous 
at the time of distribution).

Vendor or Distributor
The elements of proof are the same for vendors and 
distributors as they are for manufacturers. See Torres 
v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., 786 P.2d 939, 943 
(Ariz. 1990). However, the members in the chain of 
distribution of a defective product are severally liable 
only, and the jury must apportion fault among them. 
See State Farm Ins. Cos. v. Premier Manufactured 
Sys., Inc., 172 P.3d 410, 415–16 (Ariz. 2007); see also 
“Comparative Fault/Contributory Fault,” supra.

Proof in Negligence Actions
Pattern Jury Instructions

See Revised Arizona Jury Instructions (Civil) 5th, 
Negligence Instructions and Fault Instructions.

Design or Manufacturing 
Defect, Failure to Warn
To establish negligence against a product manufac-
turer, a plaintiff must prove that the manufacturer’s 
conduct in choosing the design, method of man-
ufacture, or content of warning was unreasonable 
in view of the foreseeable risks of injury. In a claim 
for negligent design, a manufacturer is held to the 
knowledge of an expert regarding its product. See 
Foremost- McKesson Corp. v. Allied Chem. Co., 680 
P.2d 818, 822 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1984). However, the 
“hindsight test” used for claims of strict liability 
for design defect is not used for claims of negligent 
design. See Dart v. Wiebe Mfg., Inc., 709 P.2d 876, 
881–82 (Ariz. 1985); see also “Proof in Negligence 
Actions—Design or Manufacturing Defect,” supra. 
Thus, where a plaintiff relies on both theories in 
the same case, a finding that the design was not 
defective precludes a finding of negligent design. See 
Golonka v. Gen. Motors Corp., 65 P.3d 956, 965 (Ariz. 
Ct. App. 2003).

Vendor or Distributor
A vendor or distributor is liable for negligently 
failing to warn of a product’s dangers only when it 
knows or has reason to know of dangers in the prod-
uct that have not been adequately warned against. 
See Foremost- McKesson Corp. v. Allied Chem. Co., 
680 P.2d 818, 823 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1983).

Evidence
Qualification of Expert Witness
Arizona follows the Daubert standard for determin-
ing the admissibility of expert testimony. Ariz. R. 
Evid. 702; see also Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms., 
Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). Arizona no longer follows 
the older standard set forth in Logerquist v. McVey, 
1 P.3d 113 (Ariz. 2000), which required scientific 
evidence presented to the court to be based on 
methodology “generally accepted” by the scientific 
community. Under Arizona Rule of Evidence 702, an 
expert witness may testify if his or her specialized 
knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand 
the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, the 
testimony is based on sufficient facts or data, the 
testimony is the product of reliable principles and 
methods, and the expert has reliably applied the 
principles and methods to the facts of the case.
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Spoliation of Evidence
Litigants have a duty to preserve evidence which 
they know or reasonably should know is relevant to 
an action or likely to be requested during discovery, 
and Arizona courts have discretion to sanction the 
breach of that duty. See, e.g., Souza v. Fred Carries 
Contracts, Inc., 955 P.2d 3, 6 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1997). 
The appropriate sanctions “should be decided on a 
case-by-case basis, considering all relevant factors.” 
Id. Arizona does not recognize the separate tort of 
spoliation of evidence. Id. at 5 n.1.

Matters of Pleading and Procedure
Acceptable Methods of Service of Process
Service upon a corporation, partnership, or other 
association can be made by delivering a copy of the 
summons and of the pleading to a partner, an officer, 
a managing or general agent, or to any other agent 
authorized to receive process. Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.1(i), 
4.2(b); see also Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.1(j). If personal ser-
vice proves impracticable, substitute forms of service 
may be permitted by court order. Ariz. R. Civ. P. 
4.1(k). For parties located outside Arizona, service 
can be made by mail requiring a signed and returned 
receipt. Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(c). Arizona courts will 
exert personal jurisdiction over a nonresident to the 
maximum extent allowed by the federal constitution. 
Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(a); A. Uberti & C. v. Leonardo, 892 
P.2d 1354, 1358 (Ariz. 1995).

In addition, the Arizona Rules set out a specific 
procedure by which a plaintiff may request that a 
defendant waive formal service of the summons. 
Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(d). If the defendant refuses a 
proper request to waive service without good cause, 
the court shall impose on the defendant the costs 
subsequently incurred in effecting service, including 
reasonable attorney’s fees. Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(d)(2), 
(5). Further, by agreeing to waive service, the defen-
dant gains additional time to answer the complaint. 
See “Answer Time,” infra.

Answer Time
If service of process is made within Arizona, a defen-
dant has 20 days in which to answer the complaint. 

Ariz. R. Civ. P. 12(a). If service is made outside the 
state, the defendant has 30 days in which to answer. 
Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(m), 12(a). If the defendant agrees 
to waive service, the defendant has 60 days from the 
date the waiver request was sent in which to answer 
(90 days if the defendant was addressed outside the 
United States). Ariz. R. Civ. P. 4.2(d)(3).

Particularity with which Affirmative 
Defenses must be Raised
Arizona Rule of Civil Procedure 8(c) lists defenses 
that must be affirmatively pleaded by the answering 
party. Generally, Arizona is a notice pleading state. 
Thus, the Rules provide that an answering party 
“shall state in short and plain terms the party’s 
defenses to each claim asserted.” Ariz. R. Civ. P. 
8(b). However, fraud or mistake as a defense must 
be pleaded with particularity. Ariz. R. Civ. P. 9(b); 
see Bender v. Bender, 597 P.2d 993, 997 (Ariz. Ct. 
App. 1979).
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